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CART SOLUTIONS FOR 
MOBILE DEVICES!

In 2013 between 41-66% of students in 
K-12 schools had access to mobile devices 
at home and in the classroom, according 
to Speak Up, an initiative of the education 
nonprofit Project Tomorrow. That number is 
expected to continue to grow as educators 
become more receptive of BYOD programs.

Stay up to date with mobile learning trends and supply your customers 
with the solutions they need from the Douglas Stewart Company
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The mobile learning ecosystem is our holistic, channel-friendly solution that enables you to make the most of this important 
trend in education. By providing a functional, fully formed suite of mobile learning solutions, you can help your customers 
avoid wasting time and money. 

Mobile Device Accessories
While many resellers cannot resell popular mobile devices due to manufacturer restrictions, the 
widespread use of these devices presents a major opportunity for add-on sales in protection, storage, 
syncing, charging and peripheral solutions.

Mobile Devices
Mobile devices are at the center of mobile learning, providing students with a personalized and 
immediate learning experience, and providing educators with new challenges and opportunities

Mobile Device Management and Network Access Control
Mobile device management provides IT administrators with control over the settings and usage for all 
mobile devices on the network. This ensures the appropriate use of school-owned devices and tighter 
control of bandwidth quotas. Network access control identifies and profiles all devices and users on a 
network, providing the secure on-boarding of mobile devices.

Security Solutions
Security in a mobile learning program includes traditional antivirus and firewall functionality, as well as 
web filtering and identity management for the various mobile devices active on the network.

Wireless Solutions
Mobile learning is creating intense demand for a more robust generation of wireless networking solutions. 
To ensure that our partners are well placed to take advantage of these trends, we now offer wireless 
networking solutions from Meru Networks, a key vendor in our mobile learning solutions ecosystem.

Content & Curriculum Solutions
Content and curriculum is a broad category which includes access to content, content delivery, 
management of content, and libraries of the educational content itself.

For more information on our mobile learning vendors, 
solutions, and additional resources, visit our Mobile 
Learning Portal at www.dstewart.com/mobile-learning

http://www.dstewart.com/mobile-learning
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Carrier 40 Cart
A complete system that 
offers more flexibility 
than any other cart in its 
category.

Truly universal as it is compatible with 
Chromebook, tablet, iPad® devices and more 

New soft - closing security system 

Baskets allow devices to be distributed quickly so 
teaching happens faster

Secure two-point locking system

Simultaneously charge up to 40 devices 

Lock it down with the heavy duty anchor kit

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 for more information about LocknCharge products.

Carrier 30 Cart
Charge, secure, transport, 
and store devices with 
the newest addition to the 
LocknCharge lineup.

Compact design, smaller footprint

Truly universal. Compatible with Chromebook, 
tablet, iPad® devices & more

Baskets allow devices to be distributed quickly so 
teaching happens faster

Secure two-point locking system

Simultaneously charge up to 30 devices

Lock it down with the heavy duty anchor kit

Syncing option also available!

DSC# 57857 • SRP $1,799.00 • Cost $1,471.91

The Carrier™ Family of Carts was created with consideration for classroom needs. Managing 
Chromebook, iPad®, or tablet  security and deployment has never been more simple than when 
partnered with the Carrier 40 Cart™ or the Carrier 30 Cart™ by LocknCharge.

*12pt. Deal Reg available to new opportunities submitted after 12/9/2014. Free Shipping for new deal reg 
opportunities submitted 12/9/14 - 12/31/14.

Now offering 12pt. Deal Reg and Free Shipping*

Syncing option also available!

DSC# 38086 • SRP $1,999.00 • Cost $1,635.55

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/lock-n-charge-carrier-40-cart.html
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/111011/
https://www.dstewart.com/lock-n-charge-carrier-40-cart.html
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/111011/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Lock%20n%20Charge%20Tech&q=Lock%20n%20Charge%20Tech
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Big Grips makes mobile device protection fun and easy with big, comfortable, and very grip-
able cases. Every Big Grips case is made of soft, squishy, easy to grab foam. That means fewer 
slips, drops, and tumbles – and plenty of cushion, just in case. Big Grip cases are perfect for K-12 
classrooms and Assistive Technology programs that use iDevices!

Buddy for iPod touch 
Big Grips Buddy is a lightweight, durable, easy to 
clean case for iPod touch. In addition to extreme 
drop protection, Big Grips Buddy features a 
“buddy” loop for keeping it close at hand.

Hipster for iPad and iPad mini 
The Big Grips Hipster is an incredibly versatile 
carry bag and car mounting case for Big Grips 
Frame. It lets you travel more and worry less.

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 for more information.

Frame and Slim for iPad and Tweener for iPad mini 
The Big Grips Frame, Slim, and Tweener are iPad cases made 
for kids. They feature comfortable no-slip grip and drop-it-
and-forget-it protection perfect for the classroom environment. 
They’re big, squishy, easy to grab, comfortable to hold, and 
very grip-able – everything parents and educators demand. 

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMbiggripsmlbuddy201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMbiggripsmlhipster201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMbiggripsmlhipster201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMbiggripsmlbuddy201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMbiggripsmlframe201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMbiggripsmlframe201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Big%20Grips&q=Big%20Grips
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Gripcase is the ultimate soltuion for iPad device 
protection and transportation. With ergonomic 
handles, a lightweight, shock-absorbent foam 
body, and smart design, Gripcase provides 
convenience, control and security.

Features:

• Handling - Gripcase has a continuous 
protective bumper that doubles as 
ergonomic handles on all sides, giving the 
user complete control and confidence when 
using their iPad.

• Protection - Gripcase features a “crumple 
zone” between the body of the iPad device 
and the bumper corners. This crumple zone 
absorbs the energy created during an 
impact and directs it away from the iPad 
device.

• Portability - The lightweight, slim design, 
case makes it ideal for all users, regardless 
of physical capability.

The Ultimate iPad® 
Case for Maximum 
Portability, Handling 
and Protection

Gripcase Shoulder Strap (iPad 2, 3, 4, & Air)
DSC# 41781 • SRP $9.99 • Cost $8.88
Gripcase Base Stand
DSC# 22309 • SRP $19.99 • Cost $16.84

For more information about Gripcase, call your 
Account Manager at 800-279-2795.

Gripcase iPad Air Case 
DSC# 41782-41786 • SRP $39.99 • Cost $30.79
Gripcase iPad 2/3/4 Case 
DSC# 18332-18339 • SRP $39.99 • Cost $30.79
Gripcase iPad Mini Case 
DSC# 29471-29475 • SRP $34.99 • Cost $26.87

Great Assistive Technology 
Solution!

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Gripcase&q=Gripcase
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMgripcasemlipad201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/103105/
https://www.dstewart.com/gripcase-gripbase-stand-for-ipad.html
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMgripcasemlipadair201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMgripcasemlipad201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMgripcasemlipadmini201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/103105/
https://www.dstewart.com/gripcase-gripbase-stand-for-ipad.html
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Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 for 
more information about Kensington products.

Kensington KeyLite Keyboard Case for iPad® 
The Kensington KeyLite Folio offers an ultra-slim, stylish and 
durable design for the new iPad. The Bluetooth® touch-sensitive 
keyboard provides liquid- and dust-proof keys with an iPad-
friendly keyboard layout. This solution is perfect for creating an 
impromptu mobile learning environment.

Features:

• Optimized for travel
• Adjustable two-position stand 
• Automatic wake/sleep cover

• Microfiber material
• Elastic band closure 

DSC# 18342 • SRP $119.99 • Cost $81.82

Kensington Virtuoso Stylus & Pen
Unleash your creativity with a Kensington Virtuoso Stylus. The soft tip 
glides smoothly across your tablet or smartphone screen to combine 
comfort and control whether you’re creating art or annotating files. 
It helps keep your screen clean and smudge-free too. There’s also a 
built-in ballpoint pen with cap for those times when you’re working 
on paper.

DSC# 62418 • SRP $18.45 • Cost $12.73

Functional Accessories for 
Mobile Devices

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/kensington-keylite-keyboard-cover-case-folio-for-ipad.html
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=62418
https://www.dstewart.com/kensington-keylite-keyboard-cover-case-folio-for-ipad.html
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=62418
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Kensington&q=Kensington
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LapCabby 10V
Lockable vertical laptop cart 
designed to safely and efficiently 
store and charge up to 10 laptops. 
Houses laptops up to 19 inches.

DSC# 42233 • SRP $999.99 
Cost $853.58

TabCabby 32H
A horizontal tablet cart that stores and 
charges up to 32 tablets. Sliding trays 
hold two tablets per tray. Suitable 
for various tablets including iPad®, 
Android, and Kindle Fire in  
protective cases. 

DSC# 42271 • SRP $1,595.00 
Cost $1,355.02 

LapCabby Mini 20V
Smaller, lockable, mobile computer 
cabinet designed to effectively store 
and charge up to 20 mini laptops, 
netbooks, or Chromebooks vertically. 
Houses Chromebooks up to 13 inches. 

DSC# 42263 • SRP $1,200.00 
Cost $1,024.57  

Looks good, works hard, costs less

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 for more information about LapCabby products.

Three excellent reasons to choose LapCabby for storing, charging and transporting classroom  
Chromebooks, laptops, tablets, and netbooks.

They look great—unlike other cart manufacturers we make sure our units are stylish!

They help teachers—thoughtful design is user-friendly

The price is right—leads the market for value

That’s why there’s nothing like a LapCabby

GoCabby 16 Charge & Sync
Portable case that stores, charges and 
synchronizes 16 tablets with or without 
protective cases. Suitable for various tablets 
including iPad®, Android and Kindle Fire. 
Supportive foam and velcro straps protect 
tablets in transit while internal fan keeps tablets 
cool while charging and when unit is closed.

Shop Now!

DSC# 42281 
SRP $1,679.00 
Cost $1,434.23

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=lapcabby+10v
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=lapcabby+10v
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=tabcabby+32h
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=lapcabby+mini+20v
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=tabcabby+32h
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=LapCabby
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=LapCabby
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/103807/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=lapcabby+mini+20v
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Never Miss a Word with Livescribe Smartpens
What starts on paper, doesn’t have to stay there.  Livescribe smartpens bring words and ideas into 
the digital world.  With Livescribe smartpens students can write less and listen more – knowing that 
their smartpen will capture everything and sync what they hear with what they write.

Livescribe 3 Smartpen – Turn your words into action
Watch your notes appear instantly on your tablet or smartphone with 
the Livescribe 3 smartpen. Paired with the Livescribe+ mobile app, notes 
become more useful when they are organized, tagged, searchable, and 
converted to text.

Echo Smartpen – Capture it. Replay it. Send it.
Record everything you write, hear, or say while linking your audio 
recordings to your notes. Quickly replay audio from your Livescribe paper, 
a computer, or a mobile device - all with a simple tap on your handwritten 
notes. It’s never been easier to take notes and stay organized.

Sky Smartpen with WiFi – Your words. Your 
ideas. Anytime, anywhere.
Users can record everything they hear, say and write, and link audio 
recordings directly to notes.  Tap anywhere on a page to replay 
audio from that exact moment and wirelessly sync notes and audio to 
their free Evernote account.

DSC# Description SRP Cost
19853 Sky Smartpen with WiFi (2GB) $169.95 $143.51
19854 Sky Smartpen with WiFi (4GB) $199.95 $168.84
30918 Sky WiFi Smartpen Propack (8GB) $249.95 $211.07
39192 Livescribe 3 Smartpen $149.95 $124.96
43345 Livescribe 3 Pro Smartpen $199.95 $166.62
98825 Livescribe Echo Smartpen (2GB) $119.95 $106.62

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMlivescribemlsky201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMlivescribemlthree201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMlivescribemlecho201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMlivescribemlsky201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMlivescribemlecho201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMlivescribemlthree201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Livescribe&q=Livescribe
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Livescribe&q=Livescribe
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Cost-Effective Chromebook Charging 
and Storing Carts from Spectrum

Contact your Account Manager for more information 
about Spectrum products at 800-279-2795.

vLT32 for Large Screen 
Chromebooks
The vLT32 Chromebook Cart is the smallest 
footprint 32 unit cart on the market designed 
specifically to manage the biggest Chromebook 
laptop computer.  Includes cycle timer to ensure 
safety of Chromebooks.
DSC# 55689 • SRP $1,510 - $2,718 •  
Cost $1,359

InTouch16 Cabinet
The IT16 allows you to store and 
charge up to 16 devices.  The 
IT16 has a small footprint, and 
keeps user’s devices organized 
and secure.
DSC# 54864 • SRP $599 - 
$1,198 • Cost $534

InTouch20 Cart
The IT20 features generous 
storage space, double-bolt 
locks on steel doors, and 
a sync option. It can store 
multiple device types.
DSC# 55628 • SRP $2,618 • 
Cost $1,309

InTouch40 Cart
The IT40 can charge and store 
a variety of tablets.  The IT40 
is perfect to keep your devices 
organized and safe.
DSC# 54866 • SRP $1,529 - 
$3,058 • Cost $1,363

Cloud 32 Chromebook Cart
The Cloud 32 was designed to keep school’s 
Chromebook investment safe and manageable.  
Available in a number of configurations so 
customers can find the perfect solution to fit 
their specific needs.
DSC# 55695 • SRP $1,345 - $2,418 •  
Cost $1,209

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110373/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110303/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110365/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110305/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110378/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Spectrum&q=Spectrum
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110303/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110305/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110365/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110373/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/110378/
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Contact your Account Manager today at 800-279-2795 
to learn more about the Swivl. 

Swivl is the first and only iPod®, iPhone®, iPad® 
Mini, and iPad® Air accessory that lets teachers and 
students capture hands-free video, following their 
every move and recording their every word with a 
wireless microphone.
DSC# 41970 • SRP $399.00 • Cost $311.37

Your Personal Cameraman—Improve Tomorrow by 
Capturing Today

Swivl SA –  
Organize and Protect Bundle
Includes the Swivl robot and carrying case, as well as 
Swivl Cloud – an optional video hosting service made 
for schools to securely and privately store and  
share content.

DSC# 59866 • SRP $429.00 • Cost $334.78

Swivl SC –  
Organize and Charge Bundle with Video 
and Audio
Includes the Swivl robot and carrying case, Swivl 
Cloud – an optional video hosting service made 
for schools to securely and privately store and share 
content – and an additional marker that can be 
used as a second microphone.

DSC# 59868 • SRP $499.00 • Cost $389.41

Now you can Bundle and Save!

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/swivl-robotic-cameraman.html
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Swivl&q=Swivl
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/111505/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/111507/
https://www.dstewart.com/swivl-robotic-cameraman.html
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Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 
for more information about Trident Case products.

Epic Protection from Trident
Trident Case makes protective cases for a broad range of mobile devices, designed and tested 
to deliver the toughest protection possible. The mythically named Aegis and Kraken case models 
from Trident are perfect for young users, and are available with convenient accessories like stand 
attachments for added utility. 

Aegis iPad Case
• Designed with a modern protective exterior, 

Aegis cases are a perfect blend of style and 
durability for everyday use.

• Aegis cases are slim and lightweight, but 
packed with protection.

• Aegis cases feature an inner layer of shock-
absorbing silicone with an outer layer of 
hardened polycarbonate, providing two layers 
of protection.

Available for:

• iPad 2, 3, 4

• iPad Mini

• iPad Air 
SRP $49.95 • Cost $28.27

Kraken AMS iPad Case
• The Kraken A.M.S. is one of the strongest, most 

durable cases on the market with protection 
against drops, rain, dust, and vibration.

• Kraken A.M.S. cases consist of a shock-absorbing 
silicone inner layer, covered by a hardened 
polycarbonate outer casing, with a built-in screen 
protector to provide maximum protection.

Available for:

• iPad 2, 3, 4 

• iPad Air 
SRP $69.95 • Cost $38.00

• iPad Mini 
SRP $59.95 • Cost $38.00

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Trident&q=Trident
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMtridentmlaegis201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMtridentmlkraken201412
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Mobile Devices  

The way students learn is fundamentally changing. A flexible, blended classroom model is replacing the one-size-fits-
all classroom approach. Teachers are using digital technologies to engage students with more personalized learning 
experiences. Students are collaborating across geographical boundaries, and consuming and producing innovative 
education-related content.

Dell provides educational technology solutions, that support this next-generation learning environment and drive successful 
student outcomes.

Dell Tablets for the Classroom

Dell Venue 8 Pro
SRP $249 - 349*
Perfect for being on the go, the Venue 8 Pro provides access to all school essentials with a 
slim, lightweight form factor.

• Full version of Windows® 8.1
• All-day battery life
• Includes Microsoft® Office 2013 Home & Student trial

Dell Venue 11 Pro
SRP $429 - $849*
This device provides full laptop performance in an ultra-portable tablet that has unmatched 
flexibility for all your customers’ education needs.

• Full version of Windows® 8.1
• HD 10.8” screen and wider viewing angles allow for easy sharing of work
• Access tablet’s content and applications from any PC or tablet with PocketCloud 2.0 
• Up to 10 hours of battery life

Dell Venue 7 & Venue 8
SRP $139 - $169*
Students will get the most out of their work with wide-angle HD viewing and over  
10 hours of battery life.

• Gain access to a huge library of educational apps with the latest version of the Android OS
• The lightweight and compact design fits in almost any bag or backpack with ease
• Micro SD card slot for additional storage space
• Expect high performance with the Intel® Atom™ Dual Core processor

 
Offer the new Dell Venue tablets along with the other new additions to Dell’s product line. Contact your  
Douglas Stewart Account Manager or Dell Specialist at 800-279-2795 for pricing and product information.

*Pricing is based on individual model configuration.

Personalized Learning for the Classroom 
with the New Dell Venue Tablets

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listMPMdellmlvenue201412
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Dell&q=Dell
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 Security

Universally Secure  
with Bradford Networks
Network Sentry from Bradford Networks is the first network 
security offering that can automatically identify and profile all devices 
and all users on a network, providing complete visibility and control. 

Unlike vendor specific network security products, Network Sentry provides a view across all brands of network equipment and 
connected devices, eliminating the network blind spots that can introduce risk.

Visibility
• Centralized administration and reporting from  

one console
• Visibility of all network devices, users and endpoints
• Unique search/locate function to quickly find a  

device or user

Guest Access
• Ensures secure network access for guest users
• Simplifies and automates the creation of individual or 

group guest accounts
• Allows self-registration through sponsor approvals and 

automatic account setups

Secure Onboarding
• Simplifies the process of onboarding new devices
• Dynamically configures security settings on Windows®, 

Mac OS X®, iOS®, and Android® devices
• Automatically configures devices’ security settings and 

places trusted devices on a secure SSID

Centralized Management
• Empowers IT administrators with extensive management 

and control
• Provides a web-based administrative interface
• Isolates or disables access for non-compliant devices

Investment Protection
• Protects the general health of network infrastructure
• Adapts to changing technology environments without 

requiring “forklift” upgrades
• Future proofs existing technology investments

Advanced Policy Management
• Identity-based, device-based, location-based, and time-

based configurations are available
• Endpoint compliance policies allow or prohibit access 

based on endpoint security posture

Device Profiling
• Automatically discovers and profiles endpoint devices 

by type based on a wide variety of criteria
• Streamlines IT workflows by automatically categorizing 

and controlling unknown or rogue devices that connect 
to your network

Endpoint Posture Assessment
• Enables comprehensive endpoint scans for assessing 

endpoint health and ensuring security policy compliance
• Provides status notifications and instructions for achieving 

compliance for non-compliant users

Flexibility
• Architected to allow security solutions to be rolled out  

in phases
• Enables “friend or foe” access control policies, as well 

as granular guest access and BYOD security policies
• Seamlessly integrates with security, Mobile Device 

Management (MDM) and wired/wireless network 
infrastructure to provide complete solutions for BYOD 
and network security

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 for more 
information about Network Access Control solutions from 
Bradford Networks.
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GoGuardian allows your customers to seamlessly monitor, filter, and protect their Chromebooks. GoGuardian’s 
dashboard feature allows users to access all of the information they need—including every search performed, video 
watched, and document edited—easier than ever. With GoGuardian, you can provide your customers absolute peace 
of mind. 

Features include:
Monitor and Guide Student Behavior
GoGuardian allows schools/districts to understand how Chromebooks are being used on all levels including broad 
usage trends, unique organizational units, and granular per-student browsing behavior

Recover Stolen Chromebooks 
Track and recover individual Chromebooks with a powerful feature set including: keylog data, geolocation, webcam 
pictures, and screenshots

A Better Blacklist
Use BlackCat: GoGuardian’s CIPA-compliant category-based blacklist or customize it with your customer's domains. 
Combined with flagged activity tracking, BlackCat grows and improves in ways traditional proxies and content filters 
cannot

Dynamic Activity Flagging

The Flagged Activity Engine intelligently analyzes the contents of pages as they load, combining an unparalleled level of 
insight and control with real-time alerts to let educators know when inappropriate content is accessed by students

For more information on GoGuardian or to request a quote, please contact 
Customer Service at 800-279-2795.

GoGuardian

Introducing GoGuardian 
Monitoring, Filtering, and Anti-Theft for Chromebooks

New Vendor!

https://www.dstewart.com/
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Introducing the AP122 from Meru
The World’s First Wall Plate 802.11ac Access Point

The new AP122 from Meru is the first wall plate access point 
specifically designed to meet ever-increasing mobile data needs, 
featuring 1.2 gigabit-per-second data rates. Designed to be placed 
in any location flush to a wall surface, the AP122 can be installed 
by normal service personnel using existing cabling connected from a 
standard wall junction box.

Features and Benefits

• The 802.11ac 2x2:2 in-room wall plate form factor provides 
support for in-room, IP-based services such as VoIP, streaming 
video, and high-speed internet access.

• The multiple 10/100 client, PoE Out, and pass-through ports 
provide support for in-room IP devices and digital phones with 
native access to in-house PBX system. This reduces costs in 
additional cabling, switch ports, and power sourcing equipment.

• Supports pervasive 80 MHz channel usage to maximize full-
channel 802.11ac throughout the enterprise.

• Only requires standard PoE for full 802.11ac performance.

• Integrates seamlessly with Meru Center for network management 
and Meru Connect for automated on-boarding of users  
and devices.

• Built to provide years of trouble-free operation and is backed by a 
limited lifetime warranty.

For more information on Meru please contact your 
Account Manager or call 800-279-2795.

https://www.dstewart.com/
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Visualize and Develop Ideas
• Create webs, idea maps, mind maps, concept maps, 

graphic organizers, process flows, and other diagrams 
for thinking, organizing, and writing

• Brainstorm and capture ideas quickly with RapidFire® tool
• Represent information and trigger memory with symbols 

and images

Plan and Organize Written Work
• Gather and keep track of research information and develop 

a logical flow for written and oral communication
• With Outline View, quickly develop main and supporting 

ideas and add detail to help write with a purpose
• Outlining, paired with integrated visual views, lets users move 

seamlessly between visual and written expressions of thinking 
to expand and refine ideas

Improve Communication and Build 
Presentations
• Use the content developed in Diagram, Map, and 

Outline views and expand work into more thoughtful and 
compelling presentations and final projects

• Inspiration provides all the tools to create organized, 
polished, and formal presentations including various slide 
layouts, graphic options, font styles, and more

• Print slides in various formats (with or without speaker notes) 
for handouts including 3x5 and 4x6 cards

Build a strong foundation for thinking, comprehension, 
and communication skills with Inspiration®

For visual mapping, outlining, writing and making presentations, use Inspiration 9.2, the ultimate thinking 
and learning tool.  Inspiration helps students:

For more information about Inspiration, contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795

DSC# Description SRP Cost
i0845 Inspiration 9.2 $39.95 $29.09
i0849 Inspiration 9.2 Student Edition $29.50 $21.88
i0853 Inspiration 9.2 Electronic Download $39.95 $29.09
i0854 Inspiration 9.2 Student Edition 

Electronic Download
$29.50 $21.88

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Inspiration&q=Inspiration
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=inspiration+9.2
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Enhance Learning at All Levels  
and Subjects with HMH Software
Discover the Full Range of Diverse Digital Learning Solutions Including:

Bailey’s Book House

Bailey’s Book House encourages young children to build important 
literacy skills, while developing a love for reading. In nine interactive 
activities, Bailey and his friends help build language concepts and 
thinking skills students need to communicate and make sense of the 
world around them.

DSC# r1000 • Vendor# 1038316 • SRP $79.95 • Cost $59.01

Millie’s Math House

With Millie’s Math House students build a foundation of fundamental 
math concepts and thinking skills. Through activities that feel like 
play, students explore numbers, shapes, sizes, quantities, patterns, 
sequencing, measurement concepts, and number sentences. 

DSC# r1009 • Vendor# 1038307 • SRP $79.95 • Cost $59.01

Sammy’s Science House

Sammy helps young scientists build early science skills and practice 
important scientific processes. All seven modules focus on discovering 
how to think like a scientist learning how to observe, analyze, and test 
theories.

DSC# r1003 • Vendor# 1038313 • SRP $79.95 • Cost $59.01

Trudy’s Time & Place House

Explore the excitement of time and geography with Trudy! With 
Trudy’s Time & Place House students will gain practice in telling 
time, develop mapping and direction skills, and explore relationships 
between earth, a globe, and a world map—all part of understanding 
traveling with confidence.

DSC# r1006 • Vendor# 1038310 • SRP $79.95 • Cost $59.01

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 for more information on HMH products!

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=HMH&q=HMH
https://www.dstewart.com/hmh-bailey-s-book-house-version-4-school-edition.html
https://www.dstewart.com/hmh-millie-s-math-house-version-4-school-edition.html
https://www.dstewart.com/hmh-sammy-s-science-house-version-4-school-edition.html
https://www.dstewart.com/hmh-trudy-s-time-place-house-version-4-school-edition.html
https://www.dstewart.com/hmh-bailey-s-book-house-version-4-school-edition.html
https://www.dstewart.com/hmh-millie-s-math-house-version-4-school-edition.html
https://www.dstewart.com/hmh-sammy-s-science-house-version-4-school-edition.html
https://www.dstewart.com/hmh-trudy-s-time-place-house-version-4-school-edition.html
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Present & Create
Qwizdom Virtual Response solutions can be bundled with one year of 
ReadySet curriculum. These standards-aligned lessons  show step-by-step 
solutions and explanations, plus diagnostic assessments of those standards.

Create a presentation or load any existing presentation using  
Qwizdom software on your Mac or PC.

Engage
Use Qwizdom Connect or PowerPoint presentations to present fun and 
engaging lessons that adapt to a variety of learning styles with a whole 
class, a small group, or individual students. Virtual response (QVR) allows 
teachers to extend learning.

Respond
Whether using iPads, laptops, tablets, or smartphones, students can respond to posed questions.

Collect
All results are gathered instantly and can be viewed in real time or post-session in a variety of reporting formats, 
including pdf and csv. With these options, teachers can assess understanding in real time or track student 
performance across time.

The Qwizdom Virtual Response (QVR) Solution allows teachers to 
get the most out of Web-enabled devices, including Chromebooks, 
iPad® devices, laptops, and tablets, by providing curriculum and 
assessment tools proven to increase learning outcomes. 

Get the  
most out of  
BYOD and 1:1

“Qwizdom has provided  

an easy way to provide 

students with opportunities 

for interactive activities, 

particularly in large group 

settings. QVR has extended 

our ability to offer these 

opportunities across the 

institution.” 
- Kate Wright 

 e-Learning Team 
Aberystwyth University

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795 for more 
information about the Qwizdom Virtual Response system. 

https://www.dstewart.com/
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Widgit aids understanding and communication for people who find reading text difficult. 
Widgit Symbols add visual support to the printed word, giving easier access to information 
and separating it from the challenge of reading.

For more information on Widgit please contact Customer 
Service at 800-279-2795

The Perfect Combination to Assist Communication 
and Learning

Browse Widgit Products

SymWriter – The perfect tool for struggling and emerging writers
SymWriter is a symbol-supported word processor that any writer, 
regardless of age or literacy levels, can use to create documents. 
SymWriter supports emergent writers with structured writing grids, 
smart symbolizing, symbol spell check, speech, touch, and  
switch features. DSC#23437

In Print 2 – For making symbol-supported printed materials
In Print 2 is a desktop publishing program for creating symbol-
supported resources for printing. The symbols, along with the 
powerful features and freedom of layout of desktop publishing, 
help to create materials that have a professional look while being 
completely accessible. DSC#23438

With Widgit’s Writing with Symbols Bundle, your customers receive 
two essential programs: SymWriter and In Print 2, both containing the 
complete Widgit Symbol set of over 13,000 researched and  
tested symbols. DSC#23446

https://www.dstewart.com/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Widgit&q=Widgit
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Widgit&q=Widgit
https://www.dstewart.com/widgit-communicate-symwriter.html
https://www.dstewart.com/widgit-communicate-in-print-2.html
https://www.dstewart.com/widgit-writing-with-symbols-bundle.html


Mobile Learning
Product Guide

Mobile Learning Made Easy
Visit our mobile learning portal on dstewart.com 
and learn about our mobile learning ecosystem, the 
holistic, channel-friendly solution that lets you:

• Make the most of the mobile  
learning trend in education

• Provide a functional, fully  
formed suite of mobile learning  
solutions to your customers

• Avoid wasting time and money by  
matching your customers with  
the right solutions

www.dstewart.com/mobile-learning | Login credentials required. Please contact your 
Account Manager with questions.
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